America’s Survival Warns of
Ongoing Obama Power Grab
By JC Hawkins
America’s Survival, Inc. (ASI) has revealed how Barack Obama plans to continue his
Marxist revolution in America. The non-partisan, non-profit organization held its Russiagate Conference at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., where participants
from across the nation came to hear an impressive roster of speakers.

A leader in the fight against international Marxism, global Jihad and the United
Nations globalist agenda, ASI backs its work with in-depth research by
independent investigators from all walks of life.
ASI President Cliff Kincaid led off the meeting with a strong presentation outlining the
real Russia collusion issue: how President Barack Hussein Obama steadfastly pursued
an anti-American agenda during his presidency that helped advance Russian interests.
Heading the list of dire accomplishments was of course pursuing the flawed nuclear
deal with Iran and facilitating the sale of Uranium One assets to Russian front
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companies. Other lowlights of the Obama presidency includes waging a illegal war in
Libya, promoting the Muslim Brotherhood against our Arab allies, turning a blind eye to
Red Chinese cyber warfare, and using the Internal Revenue Service to punish and
inhibit conservative organizations and individuals.
Kincaid focused his spotlight on the fact Obama was mentored during his youth
in Hawaii by noted communist Frank Marshall Davis, who became more of a
father figure to Obama. Davis was not just a U.S. Communist Party member, but
one of its leading agents.
A former FBI agent told Kincaid that Obama’s association with Davis, along with serious
drug use, would have made it impossible for Obama to pass the CARL test the FBI
used to screen individuals suspected of anti-American activity.
The CARL test consists of analyzing: Character; Associates; Reputation; and
Loyalty. Given Obama’s performance as president, he certainly couldn’t pass the CARL
test today.
ASI’s leader had much more to say about a range of topics, noting the links among
globalists like George Soros and Obama’s Organizing for Action front group, as well as
their push for drug legalization.

Trevor Loudon fires up the crowd.
Next on the agenda was Los Angeles area filmmaker Joel Gilbert, whose 2012
documentary, “Dreams from My Real Father,” makes the strong case that Frank
Marshall Davis was Obama’s real father, not the alleged Kenya goat herder Barack
Obama, Sr., as touted so often during Obama’s run for the presidency.
Gilbert bases his claims on in-depth research and interviews with Obama’s Hawaiian
friends from his youth, who said the Kenyan father story was a complete hoax to cover
up the paternity of Frank Marshall Davis.
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The filmmaker also focused on the many pro-Russian policies of Obama’s first term,
and on the infamous private exchange with then-Russian President Dmitri Medvedev
caught on an open microphone at the 2012 Nuclear Security Summit in South Korea.
Pressed on the issue of missile defense in Eastern Europe, Obama almost plaintively
told Medvedev “This is my last election. After my election I have more flexibility”
Medvedev responded, “I understand. I will transmit this information to Vladimir [Putin].”
In the exchange, Obama came off almost like a worried little boy seeking approval from
a parent.
Gilbert ticked off the many concessions Obama made to Putin, including cancelling
missile defense in Eastern Europe, reducing the U.S. nuclear arsenal, adopting the
weak policy of “leading from behind,” watching Russia annex Crimea, seeing the
Russians establish a military base in Syria, and reaching a nuclear deal with Iran that
bolstered Russia’s influence in the Middle East.
He concluded by noting that the Hard Left’s call for “resistance” to the Trump
administration is actually “a call to violence.”
Next up was noted author and filmmaker Trevor Loudon, the New Zealander who’s
become one of the world’s leading advocates for liberty. His strong anti-communist
leanings have made him one of the foremost experts on the global penetration of
Marxists and communists into government, academia, religion and cultural arenas.
In a rousing address, Loudon moved the audience with his warning of the left’s
plan to take the concept of Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow Coalition and create a new
American majority fusing communists, progressive whites, minorities, Islamists
and illegal immigrants.

Joel Gilbert
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The goal of its backers is to destroy Judeo-Christian values, isolate conservatives and
disrupt the Trump presidency to see that the Trump “Make America Great Again”
agenda is prevented from taking hold.
Loudon minced no words in portraying this effort as an attempted communist coup. He
warned, “If the light of liberty goes out here, it goes out everywhere.”
Placing these events in a more global context was Michigan lawyer Constance
Cumbey, who discussed the unrelenting drive of globalists like George Soros to
create an atheistic system of global governance, using the New Age movement to
advance the cause of a global civil society.
Cumbey traced the globalist effort’s roots back to the Theosophical Society, formed in
1875 to promote a universal brotherhood of man not based on race, culture, religion or
any of the traditional ties that bind people together. Its followers had and still have a
great interest in the occult and the New Age movements we’ve seen evolve in modern
times.

Constance Cumbey
She devoted a good deal of her presentation discussing the mysterious role of Spanish
socialist Dr. Javier Solana in a number of globalist enterprises, becoming at one point
the Secretary-General of the North American Treaty Alliance (NATO), where he singlehandedly ordered the bombing of Serbian forces and civilians in Yugoslavia, and totally
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controlled military operations there while President Bill Clinton was strangely hands off
and deferential.
Solana remains on the globalist stage as an alleged scholar at the Brookings Institution,
a haven for globalist one-worlders.

Tina Trent
Wrapping up the highly informative and stimulating program was Georgia conservative
activist Dr. Tina Trent, who unveiled the globalists behind the worldwide push for drug
legalization.
She focused particular attention on the efforts of George Soros and others to fund drug
legalization, promote the emptying of drug offenders from prison, and even create
heroin injection centers run by government. She noted the success in gaining
legalization for both medical marijuana and open marijuana usage in general provides a
foundation for the ultimate legalization of psychedelic drugs.
Dr. Trent accused scientists who advocate for psychedelic drug use of having an
almost quasi-religious approach to their work, with the goal of transforming
human consciousness.
Her fear is if the wrong people gain control of the movement and of government, the use
of psychedelics may one day not be optional, but mandatory, in order to control
populations.
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The wealth of information available from America’s Survival is a real service to
patriots everywhere concerned about the in-roads being made on freedom
worldwide. As a non-profit organization, ASI relies on its donors and supporters
for financial help to fund its in-depth research and conferences.
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